[Idiopathic tumoral calcinosis: two cases and review of the literature].
Two black patients from Africa presented idiopathic tumoral calcinosis. This rare disease, defined by the presence of calcified deposits in peri-articular tissues remains poorly elucidated. Pathogenesis is still hypothetical. The diagnosis can be established with careful physical examination and appropriate complementary exams, allowing early complete surgical resection without biopsy. Pathology examination is required for formal differential diagnosis. The present tumors were particularly large, but did not produce signs of compression. In the first patient, the tumor developed after pregnancy in the zone of antibiotic injections. The second patient presented multiple bilateral symmetrical localizations with bone invasion. Histology confirmed the nature of the lesions and revealed bony metaplasie in the first patient, an element rarely described. Prognosis is excellent with early treatment. Recurrence is the rule in the event of incomplete resection. We discuss the appropriate diagnostic and therapeutic management.